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The attachments to this document contain files with data sets that may be used to 
develop, evaluate, and compare methods for automatic detection of cognates. Two 
language pairs are included: English-French (filenames with “FR-EN”), and English-
Russian (filenames with “RU-EN”).  
 
The data sources have been reviewed by a human annotator (in our case, a person 
native in the respective foreign language and proficient in English) for accuracy.  The 
data format follows that in [1], in which word pairs (from the two languages) are labeled 
as positive (i.e., cognate) or negative (not cognate). 
 
To speed up the annotation process, candidate lists were created for the annotators 
wherein one word in a language is accompanied by five meaningful candidates in the 
other language, some of which might be cognate to the given word. Annotators are 
asked to label which of the five candidates are cognates to the given, if any. The 
candidates are generated by running a bi-text machine translation system and 
extracting five most frequent translations for a given word. This was done for two 
language pairs: English-French, and English-Russian. For each pair, the top 10,000 
most frequent words were considered on the non-English side with corresponding 
English words as candidates. 
 
The review process took place in two rounds to improve correctness. 
 
For each language pair, one main file (*.data) and one additional TAB-separated file 
(*.tsv) file is provided, the latter defining our development subset. In our experiments, 
this subset served the purpose of training and tuning various parameters in our 
automatic cognate detection system (described elsewhere). The format of the tsv files is 
as follows: 1st column has index referring to the corresponding line in the data (*.data) 
file from which the entry was taken; 2nd column contains tokenized word in the foreign 
language; 3rd column contains tokenized word in English. Note that the TAB character 
is used to separate the columns.  
 
Files accompanying this document:  
cognate_FR-EN.data 

cognate_FR-EN.dev.tsv 

cognate_RU-EN.data 

cognate_RU-EN.dev.tsv 
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